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The internet is in a constant state of evolution. In the
past decade, we saw it transform and evolve in leaps
and bounds. What started off as simply the storage of
data is now at the point where the virtual world can be
brought into the real world. Come 2022, and Web 3.0
or Web3 is all set to take the internet to new horizons
as it brings more seamless and decentralized features
to the world wide web.
The term ‘Web3’, also known as Semantic Web, was
coined by the original inventor of the web, Tim
Berners-Lee. While there is no set-in-stone definition
of Web3, the core idea behind the new web is to
make the internet as conversational as possible.
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While the current version of the internet offers
interactive solutions for the users, the new Semantic
Web will be capable of giving a more tailored user
experience and be focused on creating an ecosystem
of communication and data exchange.
Web3 is marked by decentralized apps (dApps),
decentralized finance (DeFi) like cryptocurrency
(crypto), distributed ledger technology using
Blockchain technology and play-to-earn games
(GameFi). Decentralization, privacy, and openness
are the defining features of Web 3.0. It can function
in an open, permission-less, trustless but secure
environment offering user focused, immersive online
experiences using AI/ML and VR/AR technologies.
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The beginning of the internet or Web 1.0 was simple. The idea was to have data published on a platform that
could be accessed by users. The data was in static mode. However, it was no ‘fun’—it was tedious to share data.
Things we now take for granted—sharing with just a click, or adding opinions and comments to further enhance
the site’s visibility and information storage—were not possible. While it was great for accessing data across
devices, the communication was just one-way. The user could just read and use the information published. Users
could not provide inputs or give feedback.
This changed with the emergence of Web 2.0. Web2 provided the gateway for two-way communication. In fact,
the Web2, or the Participative Social Web, made social media a reality. People could not only access data but
also provide feedback. Real-time communication via servers was possible. With the web pages becoming
dynamic, sharing of data was made possible with just a click.
The limitation of Web2 is that data is not decentralized. One person or company has ownership of what is
published. This ownership module is due to the lack of back-end development of the internet. This gave rise to
the Semantic Web or Web3. The idea is to let devices communicate with each other without human supervision.
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Web3 is built on the backbone of making data more open and permission-less. Web2 was driven
mainly by cloud computing, mobile, and social platforms. Whereas, Web3 will be based on artificial
intelligence, decentralized data networks and edge computing. Think Blockchain, which provides
both AI and human intelligence to collaborate in the content creation process.
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The idea of introducing semantics to the web will break the limitations of existing web version. Semantics
focuses on the meaning and emotions behind a sentence, not just on the structuring of the sentence. The
Semantic Web will be doing just that. Instead of being limited by architecture, AI can become more humane by
decoding and analyzing the data stored in these blocks.
In order to help understand the difference between Web2 and Web3, let's talk about two search
engines—Google and Wolfram Alpha Google offers all kinds of web pages that are related to the keyword
input. Wolfram provides the answer directly and not a list of web pages that might be helpful.

The banking sector is all about the ‘time is money’
adage. The faster a transaction is completed, more
customers & more transactions will mean increased
revenues & banks & financial institutions are open &
keen to get exploring Web 3.0 use cases.

The incorporation of AI with Web3 would generate
more possibilities that will be customer-centric. A
decentralized yet collaborative world with an easily
integrate-able ecosystem to allow partners to
complement each other in the world of finance is
envisioned.
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AI/ML (Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning)
Web 3.0—combined with artificial intelligence—is expected to enhance efficiency in the financial
system and deliver a smarter user experience. HSBC Holdings PLC’s Nuno Matos, chief executive of wealth
and personal banking, noted that Web 3.0 enabled the bank to provide hyper-personalized insights into their
wealth management business.
“Just last month in Hong Kong, we offered 22,000 different combinations of personalized wealth advice to
individual customers, recommending exactly what they should be doing to rebalance their portfolios,” Matos
said. The bank immediately saw ten times more conversations between their relationship managers and clients,
he added.
DeFi (Decentralized Finance)
Decentralized Finance or ‘DeFi’ is an umbrella term encompassing the vision of a financial system that functions
without any intermediaries—such as banks, insurances or clearinghouses—and is operated just by the power of
smart contracts.
DeFi is a component of Web 3.0 that enables executing real-world financial transactions on the Blockchain
without the help of any central authority like the banks or the government. DeFi eliminates the need to trust
centralized parties, making digital services open, democratic, and permission-less.
DeFi financial products and services are open to anyone with an internet connection. With a decentralized Web
3.0 harnessing the power of Blockchain technology, DeFi will stand to play a much bigger role in the Financial
Services landscape.
There are many use cases of DeFi, and they are growing on a daily basis. It lets one send money around the
world, access stable currencies, borrow funds with or without collateral, start crypto savings, trade tokens, buy
insurance and manage a complete financial portfolio under one system.
DeFi is an ecosystem that is based on public Blockchains, digital assets (or tokens), decentralized applications
(dApps) and aggregators.
DeFi can be used for
Borrowing and lending with/without interest
Purchasing insurance
Trading derivatives and assets
FIs and Banks in the Web 3.0 Space
Bank

Description of Use Case

Benefits

Tech/Partners

Implement its first cross-border
transaction

Platform took 10 s to complete a
settlement process that currently takes
the banking system and network 2 days
to complete

Enterprise-level
Blockchain platform

Implement its first cross-border
transaction

Transferred USD 10 from an NAB
employee account to another
employee’s account in the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, process
also took 10 s.

First-ever Blockchain-based
trade transaction in the world

Using Blockchain technology, a
transaction process that usually takes
7–10 days was drastically reduced to
4h

UBS has planned to establish
a trade finance system using a
distributed ledger, which can
simplify global import and
export transactions

Blockchain technology can be used to
program this procedure into a smart
contract, thus reducing the processing
time for letters of credit to 1 h and
decreasing operational risk.

Enterprise-level
Blockchain platform

Israel-based startup

Blockchain based
Smart Contracts
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Emerging Web 3.0 Use Cases for BFSI
DeFi applications strive to fulfill the services of
traditional finance (also known as Centralized Finance
or CeFi) but in a completely permission-less, global,
and transparent manner.
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has emerged as a strong
competitor to the existing consumer banking system.
And DeFi has an edge, given how more and more
people are becoming indifferent to their retail banks
due to unreasonable fines, poor interest rates and
bad user experience.
Blockchain technology coupled with distributed ledger
technology (DLT) can help banks reduce or eliminate
the use of intermediaries in the key banking services
it provides.
Specific areas in which banks can benefit highly
from these technologies are:
Payments
Clearance and settlement systems
Fundraising
Securities
Loans and credit
Trade finance
Customer KYC and fraud prevention
Capital and wealth management
Life insurance
Payments:
By establishing a decentralized tally for payments
(e.g., Bitcoin), Blockchain technology could facilitate
faster payments at lower fees than banks.

Supply Chain and Trade Finance:
By replacing the clumsy, paper-heavy bills of loading
process within the trade finance industry, Blockchain
technology can produce further transparency,
security, and trust among trade parties universally.
A P2P decentralized network platform can create a
“financial supply chain” by participating trading
partners, carriers & banks. The platform confirms the
identities of the participants and defines the terms of
contracts through secure, immutable digital records
stored. The parties are allowed to access
permissioned information while a trusted Third party is
not necessary.
Smart contracts can revolutionize areas like LOC
(Letter of Credit) and automate actions like Payments.
Platforms like Wave, SKUChain, Dun Bradstreet, and
Corda are already working in this area. IoT can help
improve control and visibility.
Blockchain in supply chain and trade finance can bring
resilience and robustness to the process at a lower
cost and also provide real-time settlement.
Transparency and consensus mitigate documentary
fraud, while smart contracts can enable innovative
product offerings and better controls.

Trader/Buyer

Buyers Bank

Clearance and Settlement Systems:
Distributed checks can reduce functional costs and
enable almost real-time deals between financial
institutions.
Securities:
By tokenizing traditional securities similar to stocks,
bonds, and alternative assets—and placing them on
public blockchains—Blockchain technology could
produce simpler, interoperable capital requests.
Loans and Credit:
By removing the necessity for doorkeepers within
the loan and credit assiduity, Blockchain technology
can make it safer to borrow money and supply lower
interest rates. Thought Machines Vault is a great
example. Through its system of smart contracts
and machine learning, Vault can be configured to
run
any type of retail bank product, no matter
what the complexity. It supports a “full array” of
bank services – such as current accounts,
savings, mortgages, loans, and credit cards.
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Figure 3
Concept: Supply Chain & Trade Finance
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Customer KYC and Fraud Prevention:
By storing client information on decentralized blocks, Blockchain technology can make it easier and safer to
share information between financial institutions. Blockchain stores the verified digital identity of customers,
updated each time KYC checks are redone. This information can be shared within a group of banks or
eventually within Government-run information hubs.
The use of Blockchain for KYC can provide rapid access to validated customer documents for banks in the
group, reduce time to open new client accounts leading to quicker deposits and revenue generation, and reduce
the cost of customer acquisition through the reuse of KYC process done by other banks which also leads to
reduced risk, higher reliability, and validity of KYC data in the chain.
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Figure 4: KYC as a Shared Service

Loyalty & Gift Cards:
Blockchain technology has the ability to boost engagement and generate value by making loyalty and gift cards
much more user-friendly for customers. Blockchain can be configured as a private network that uses
Permissioned Distributed Ledger. It serves as a single platform that can provide solutions for loyalty points and
gift cards to member banks and merchants.
This interoperable and white-labeled solution can have the ability to share loyalty points across the network. If
the network participants are a large merchant base and Financial Institutions, they can also integrate with
external loyalty networks for a domino effect. Digital issuance of gift cards, Loyalty points add to the
convenience of the users as the digital economy is on an unprecedented growth path post-pandemic.
Platforms like Loyyal and Gyft are great exmaples in this sector.
The use of Blockchain can enable real-time issuance of loyalty points, real-time settlement, and redemption at
a lower cost. Smart contracts can enable innovative product offerings and improved control and tracking of
loyalty points spending.
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Figure 5: Concept: Loyalty Points and Gift Cards

Capital & Wealth Management:
Web 3.0 breaks away from the traditional model where
communities contribute but don’t own or make profits.
It ensures that access to data and the power of the
internet is not controlled only by corporations, but by
communities—bringing the possibility of
community-centered economies to scale.
The use cases of AI in investment management firms
can be broken into two broad areas— portfolio
management and client enablement; and front, middle
and back-office efficiency.
BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, has an

AI research center called the “BlackRock Lab for
Artificial Intelligence” that is dedicated to researching
ways to utlilize AI to help transform many facets of the
asset management industry.
Life Insurance:
Leveraging Blockchain to automate the manual claims
process making it seamless by bringing all the
concerned participants on a single network, where
data is accessible and transparent to all, can
significantly bring down the turnaround time for claim
processing that currently takes anywhere between
two weeks to over six months.

The banking industry experts believe that Blockchain technology will improve some banking standards, but only
if several conditions are met. To use Blockchain to its full extent, banks need to build infrastructure that can
support and operate a global network.
This technology is thriving as the most significant trend in the finance and banking sector, which is expected to
bring great ease to consumers and financial institutions. Blockchain is a powerful tech concept that will highly
support financial institutes and banks. It is an exclusive technology solution to adopt by organizations engaged
in day-to-day money transfer and purchasing.
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Abbreviations & Full-Form
AI - Artificial Intelligence
DeFi - Decentralized Finance
DLT - Distributed Ledger Technique
IoT - Internet of Things
KYC - Know Your Customer
NAB - The National Australia Bank
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SLK is a global technology services provider focused on bringing AI, intelligent automation, and analytics
together to create leading-edge technology solutions for our customers through a culture of partnership,
led by an evolutionary mindset. For over 20 years, we've helped organizations across diverse industries insurance providers, financial service organizations, investment management companies, and manufacturers reimagine their business and solve their present and future needs. Being A Great Place To Work Certified, we
encourage an approach of constructively challenging the status quo in all that we do to enable peak business
performance for our customers and for ourselves, through disruptive technologies, applied innovation, and
purposeful automation. Find out how we help leading organizations reimagine their business at
https://www.slksoftware.com/
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